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POLYNOMIAL SOLUTION OF QUANTUM GRASSMANN MATRICES
MIGUEL TIERZ
Abstract. We study a model of quantum mechanical fermions with matrix-like index structure
(with indices N and L) and quartic interactions, recently introduced by Anninos and Silva.
We compute the partition function exactly with q-deformed orthogonal polynomials (Stieltjes-
Wigert polynomials), for different values of L and arbitrary N . From the explicit evaluation of
the thermal partition function, the energy levels and degeneracies are determined. For a given
L, the number of states of different energy is quadratic in N , which implies an exponential
degeneracy of the energy levels. We also show that at high-temperature we have a Gaussian
matrix model, which implies a symmetry that swaps N and L, together with a Wick rotation
of the spectral parameter. In this limit, we also write the partition function, for generic L and
N, in terms of a single generalized Hermite polynomial.
1. Introduction
The study of matrix models has been proven to be a very fertile area of research, with
significant impact in fundamental questions of physics. In particular, its relevance in problems
of gauge and string theory, since the introduction of random matrix theory tools in a gauge
theoretic context in [1], is so widespread now that it can hardly be summarized with a few
(textbook or review) references, such as [2]-[4]. Indeed, a number of seemingly dissimilar models
and theories often leads to a matrix model, in one way or another. For example, very recently, in
[5], models of quantum mechanical fermions with matrix-like index structure have been studied,
with aims at a better understanding of the physics of a large number of non-locally interacting
fermionic degrees of freedom. This type of setting, where we have a bosonic matrix model
description of a fermionic (discrete) system has emerged regularly in recent times, see [6]-[9]
for example. Likewise, and as pointed out it in [5], standard fermionic matrix models were
previously studied in [10]-[12]. These are models of the type∫
Gr(N)
dψdψeNTrV (ψ,ψ),
where Gr(N) denotes a certain Grassmann algebra and V is a polynomial potential. These
fermionic models can be shown to be expressible in terms of standard, bosonic, random matrix
ensembles [12]. Likewise, in the mathematical literature it was exhaustively shown that integrals
over Grassmanians can be formulated in terms of one-matrix model of Hermitian or unitary type
[13]. This correspondence between fermionic and bosonic matrix models holds, in general, not
only for large N but for arbitrary N as well [12, 13].
Interestingly, the fermionic matrix model in [5], which is to be presented and succinctly
described below, admits also a description in terms of a (bosonic) matrix model, which, we
show in this work, can be analyzed using standard random matrix theory tools. The matrix
model turns out to be of the q-deformed type of matrix models which appears in Chern-Simons
theory [14, 15]. As we shall see, a consequence is that the partition function, in the simplest
case, can be analytically characterized, for arbitrary N , in terms of a q-orthogonal polynomial,
the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomial [14, 15], which can be understood as the polynomial part of a
q-oscillator wavefunction. These polynomials are also central in Chern-Simons theory but they
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are used, as we explain below, in a different way in the characterization of the fermionic matrix
model of [5].
We exploit this analytical characterization to compute a large number of partition functions
for specific values of N and L. From these expressions, the spectrum including the degeneracies
of the energy levels can be immediately read off. The determinants and polynomials are easily
implemented with Mathematica, for example, and a large amount of spectral data is generated
with little computational effort. For example, it is immediate to study a case such as L = 5 and
N = 10, whose Hilbert space is of dimension 250. Since the number of states of different energy
is only quadratic in N , the full spectra can be written down, even for such a case. To further
illustrate this, a Mathematica file is included.
We explain the most salient features of the spectra, giving some examples below, while leaving
a few more (longer) examples in the Mathematica file, together with the tools to explore further
specific cases. One of the main aspects of the spectra obtained is the fact that, since the
number of states is exponential in the indices L and N , there is an exponential degeneracy of
the energy levels. This is reminiscent of the level structure of the dual resonance models, where
the Hagedorn spectra was found precisely through an exponential degeneracy of the states [16].
This exponential number of degenerate states occur for levels of mid-energy value, whereas the
ground state and first excited states have a smaller, polynomial in the indices, degeneracy. The
highest energy levels are either non degenerate or have a very low degeneracy. Mathematically,
this is due to the appearance of q-Binomial coefficients and to their unimodality, in the analytical
expressions of the partition functions.
In Section 5, we explain the relationship between the matrix model and its analytical solution,
presented in the previous Sections, with a vector model, also introduced in [5]. For this, we also
show the existence of a useful dual determinant solution to the matrix model.
Finally, a considerable simplification of the generic (N,L) solution emerges in the high-
temperature limit of the model, since this limit reduces the matrix model to a Gaussian matrix
model and the SW polynomials reduce to Hermite polynomials. At the end of the paper, we
analyze this regime in terms of Hermite polynomials and their generalizations, giving a result
for L×N generic in terms of a single polynomial and pointing also out another duality between
L and N . We also attempt to explore, in the Appendix, how the large N behavior with q fixed
can be analyzed and related to results involving Rogers-Ramanujan identities [17]-[20].
2. The model
Let us now focus on the work [5] by Anninos and Silva, which studies a fermionic matrix model
consisting of NL complex fermions {ψiA, ψ¯Ai} with i = 1, . . . , N and A = 1, . . . , L interacting
via a quartic interaction. The indices i and A transform in the bifundamental of a U(N)×U(L)
symmetry. The thermal partition function studied in [5] is given then by
(2.1) Z[β] =
∫
DψiADψ¯iAe−
∮
dτ
(
ψ¯
Ai
ψ˙
iA− 1
4Lγ
ψ¯
Ai
ψiBψ¯
Bj
ψjA
)
,
where the fermions are anti-periodic in Euclidean time. The γ is a real positive parameter but
can be taken to be complex [5]. The Hilbert space of the theory consists of N × L fermionic
operators which satisfy {ψ¯Ai, ψBj} = δijδAB and the dimension of the space is 2N×L. The
interaction Hamiltonian is a quartic term, in which the indices are traced
H = −(4Lγ)−1
∑
A,B,i,j
ψ¯
Ai
ψiBψ¯
Bj
ψjA,
together with quadratic normal ordering terms. The analysis of the bosonic path integrals in [5]
begins with a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, which introduces a bosonic variable λ(τ), a
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N×N Hermitian matrixMij(τ) transforming in the adjoint of the U(N). We do not reproduce
the details of their derivation here, which can be found in detail in their Section 4.1 (and in
previous Sections there for their simpler vector model). We focus, as a starting point, on the
result they obtain, which shows that (2.1) admits a simple and very concrete one-matrix model
representation
(2.2) Z˜ = Q
∫ N∏
i=1
dµi
∏
i<j
sinh2
(
µi − µj
2
) N∏
i=1
coshL
µi
2
e−Lγ˜µ
2
i ,
with normalization constant
(2.3) Q−1 = 2−L
∫ N∏
i=1
dµi
∏
i<j
sinh2
(
µi − µj
2
) N∏
i=1
e−Lγ˜µ
2
i .
The parameter satisfies γ˜ > 0. The model derived in [5] has actually a trigonometric Van-
dermonde term in the matrix model, rather than the hyperbolic one in (2.2), but a change of
variables µi → iµi is used in [5] to obtain (2.2). Note that this simple transformation brings
the contour of integration from the real to the imaginary line. The required rotation of the in-
tegration contour back to the real line was studied, for pure Chern-Simons theory on S3, which
corresponds to L = 0 above, in [21]. See the Appendix in [21] for explicit evaluations of the
partition functions. For L > 0, one does not expect additional difficulties, in contrast to some
Chern-Simons-matter matrix models, characterized by (2.2) with L ∈ Z−. This implies that
there are poles in the integrand, and then rotation of contours becomes trickier. In that case,
the hyperbolic and trigonometric models will in principle differ [22]. In this paper, we follow [5]
and study (2.2).
We show here that this model is exactly solvable for N finite. In particular, the tools used
in [15] for Chern-Simons-matter (CSM) matrix models directly apply here, and they do so
in a much simpler fashion, since the term coshL (µi/2) can be understood as a characteristic
polynomial insertion in the matrix model (2.3), which is a Stieltjes-Wigert ensemble [14]. This
insertion, in contrast to the ones in [15], is in the numerator and hence the solution is directly
in terms of Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials, and not their Cauchy transform. As a matter of fact,
after a simple rewriting, some of the relevant computations are contained in much earlier work
[23], since to study averages of Schur polynomials in the ensemble (2.3), we computed first the
averages of correlation functions of characteristic polynomials in the ensemble (2.3). As we shall
see, (2.2) can be understood as a coincident limit of such correlators.
3. Exact solution
Let us rewrite (2.2) to make the characteristic polynomial insertion more manifest. First, it
is immediate that
(3.1) Z˜ = Qe− 3NL16γ˜ 2−NL
∫ N∏
i=1
dµie
−Lγ˜∑Ni=1 µ2i
N∏
i=1
(
e
1
4γ˜ + eµi
)L∏
i<j
sinh2
(
µi − µj
2
)
,
and the spectral parameter will be identified after bringing the expression in standard random
matrix form. Indeed, using [14, Eq 2.14], we have that
Z˜ = QÂ
∫ N∏
i=1
dxie
−Lγ˜∑Ni=1 log2 xi
N∏
i=1
(λ+ xi)
L
∏
i<j
(xi − xj)2 ,
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where
(3.2) Â = 2N(N−1)−NL exp
(
− N
3
4Lγ˜
− 3NL
16γ˜
− N
2
2γ˜
)
,
and the spectral parameter is
λ = − exp (1/4γ˜ +N/(2Lγ˜)) .
The determinantal formulas for moments and correlation functions of characteristic polynomials
in random matrix ensembles [24], implies that Z˜, including the normalization factor Q and for
generic positive integer L and N , is given by an L×LWronskian of Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials
[15]. That is1:
(3.3) Ẑ =
Z˜
2LÂ
=
(−1)LN
L−1∏
j=0
j!
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
SN (λ) SN+1 (λ) ... SN+L−1 (λ)
S′N (λ) S
′
N+1 (λ) ... S
′
N+L−1 (λ)
S
(L−1)
N (λ) S
(L−1)
N+1 (λ) S
(L−1)
N+L−1 (λ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where SN (λ) denotes the monic Stieltjes-Wigert polynomial [14, 23, 15] of degree N and S
(k)
N (λ)
its k-th derivative. The explicit expression for the orthonormal SW polynomials [23, 15] is
(3.4) Pn(x; q) =
(−1)nqn/2+1/4√
(q; q)n
n∑
j=0
[
n
j
]
q
(−1)jqj2+j/2xj, n = 0, 1, . . .
These are orthonormal with regards to the weight function
(3.5) ωSW (x) =
1√
pi
ke−k
2 log2 x,
with q = e−1/2k
2
. We used the standard notation for the q-Pochhammer symbol
(q; q)0 = 1, (q; q)n =
n∏
j=1
(1− qj), n = 1, 2, . . .
In our setting, the q-parameter is then, q = exp(−1/(2γ˜L)). Notice that the spectral parameter
of the characteristic polynomial, in terms of the q-parameter, is simply λ = −q−L/2−N . Let us
now explicitly study specific cases of the general formula (3.3). For this, we need the monic
version of (3.4), which are given by [15]
(3.6) Sn (x) = (−1)nq−n2−n/2
n∑
j=0
[
n
j
]
q
(−1)jqj2+j/2xj .
3.1. L = 1 case: Ẑ1×N is a SW polynomial. The case of generic N and L = 1 is especially
simple, since the partition function is directly given by a single Stieltjes-Wigert polynomial, as
can be seen from (3.3). Alternatively, this case also follows directly from realizing that we have
an expression of the form
(3.7) Pn(z) =
1
Z˜n
∫ ∞
−∞
. . .
∫ ∞
−∞
 n∏
j=1
(z − xj)
∏
i<j
(xi − xj)2
n∏
j=1
ω(xj)dxj .
1The characteristic polynomial insertion is typically det(λ−X) [24, 15], where X denotes the matrix. Hence,
the extra factor (−1)LN , and we have also identified λ accordingly, with a minus sign. The factor 2L appears
because it is an additional factor in Q (2.3).
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It then follows from a classical calculation of Heine, that Pn can be characterized as the nth
monic orthogonal polynomial with respect to the weight function ω(x) = e−V (x) [3, 15]. There-
fore, the partition function in this case is directly the monic version of (3.4), specialized at the
spectral point x = λ = −q−1/2−N
(3.8) Ẑ1×N = piN (λ) = q
−N2−N/2
N∑
k=0
[
N
k
]
q
qk
2−kN .
Notice that there is a symmetry, not only of the q-Binomial coefficients but also of the accompa-
nying term qk
2−kN , which essentially reduces the number of different terms by half2. Therefore:
Ẑ1×N = 2q
−N2−N/2(1 +
⌊N2 ⌋∑
k=1
[
N
k
]
q
qk
2−kN ) for N odd
Ẑ1×N = q
−N2−N/2(2 + 2
⌊N−12 ⌋∑
k=1
[
N
k
]
q
qk
2−kN +
[
N
N/2
]
q
q−N
2/4) for N even,
where ⌊·⌋ denotes the floor function. The analytical evaluation of the matrix model was not
carried out in [5] (three specific L×N cases were given instead: 1× 2, 2× 2, and 2× 3) and is
the main result in this paper. The canonical partition function of the model is
ẐL×N = Tr
(
e−βHL×N
)
,
and from its explicit evaluation, the energy levels and degeneracies can be read off. This is also
done in [5] for their vector model and for a few instances of the matrix model. Notice that
the q-Binomial coefficients are (Gaussian) polynomials in q and the specialization of the SW
polynomial will always give polynomials in q and/or q1/2.
We give below all the solutions in terms of the q-parameter. The identification with the
thermodynamical and the model parameters is automatic by considering that
q = exp
(
− β
2γ˜L
)
,
where we have restored, as done in [5], the temperature dependence, by recovering β. Let us
proceed first to examine a few particular cases from the formulas above, which also allows to
check out the three specific particular cases given in [5]. To simplify the presentation and the
discussion, the expressions given will be for Ẑ and will not be retrieving constantly the prefactors
above. We also will factorize the expressions such that the ground-state is of zero energy. We
have that
Ẑ1×2 = S2
(
−q−5/2
)
= q−5(3 + q−1),(3.9)
Ẑ1×3 = −S3
(
−q−7/2
)
= 2q−21/2(2 + q−1 + q−2),
Ẑ1×4 = S4
(
−q−9/2
)
= q−18(5 + 3q−1 + 4q−2 + 3q−3 + q−4),
Ẑ1×5 = −S5
(
−q−11/2
)
= 2q−67/2(1 + q + 3q2 + 3q3 + 3q4 + 2q5 + 3q6).
Notice that the counting of states, as in [5], taking into account the degeneracies, matches exactly
the dimension of the Hilbert space, which is 2NL. It is immediate to see that, in the examples
above, we indeed have 4, 8, 16 and 32 total states, counting the degeneracies. This has been
checked in all of the cases analyzed, for a large number of different L and N values, with the
2Namely, it holds that
[
N
k
]
q
=
[
N
N−k
]
q
and, at the same time, qk
2
−kN = q(N−k)
2
−(N−k)N . Thus, instead of
N + 1 different terms in the sum there are (N + 1) /2 for N odd and N/2 + 1 for N even.
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computer, up to very large Hilbert spaces, such as spaces of size 250, and it is straightforward to
go beyond that (see Mathematica file). Interestingly, the number of states of different energy is
given, in this L = 1 case, by
N2 +N − 1 for N = 1, 3, 5, 7, ...
N2 +N for N = 2, 4, 6, 8, ...
In general, we will have two expressions for N odd or even in the case when L is odd, and
a single expression for L even cases. The important aspect, as we show explicitly below, is
that, regardless of L, the number of states with different energy levels is always polynomial (a
quadratic polynomial, in all the cases studied) in N . Because, the total number of energy states
of the system is 2NL and therefore grows exponentially in N for a given L, it means that the
total number of states is encoded in a exponential degeneracy of the available states. For finite
L in general, and L = 1 in particular, the degeneracies concentrate on, roughly, the mid-values
of the spectra. In particular, the degeneracy of the ground state and first excited states of this
particular L = 1 case are given by
deg (E0) = N + 1 and deg (E1) = N − 1.
3.1.1. Product (Fermionic) form and free energy. It follows from the q-Binomial theorem that
(xq; q)N =
N∑
k=0
[
N
k
]
q
(−x)kqk(k+1)/2,
which is also a particular case of the finite version of the product formula for theta functions,
which physically is well-known to be interpreted as bosonization. It follows that3
Ẑ1×N = q
−N2−N/2
(
q
1
2
−N ; q
)
N
= q−N
2−N/2
N∏
j=0
(1− qj−(N−1/2)).(3.10)
An infinite series expansion of the free energy also follows from this expression by taking the log
and Taylor expanding, obtaining that
FN = −
(
N2 +N/2
)
log q −
∞∑
k=1
q−Nk/2
(
1− q(N+1)k)
k (1− qk)
There also exists well-known bounds on the q-Pochhammer symbol [26], which implies the
following bounds for our partition function
Ẑ1×N ≤ q−N2−N/2 exp
(
Li2
(
q−N−1/2
)− Li2 (q−1/2)
log q
)
,
and
Ẑ1×N ≥ q−N2−N/2
(
1− q−N−1/2
)
exp
(
Li2
(
q−N−1/2
)− Li2 (q−3/2)
log q
)
,
and, likewise, the free energy is bounded by dilogarithms. For example, the upper bound reads,
writing log q = −β/(2γ˜L)
F1×N ≤ β
2γ˜
(
N2 +N/2
) − 2γ˜
β
Li2
(
e
β(N+1/2)
2γ˜
)
− Li2
(
e
β
4γ˜
)
.
3Notice that the (−1)N prefactor of the SW polynomials always cancels with the (−1)LN in (3.3).
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4. L = 2, 3, 4 and 5 and large N
Let us discuss now, using the determinantal formula and the orthogonal polynomials a few
other cases, for larger values of L. At the practical level this can be done very quickly and
efficiently with Mathematica.
4.1. L = 2. In this case, the partition function is given by a 2 × 2 determinant (Wronskian).
Hence the partition function is
(4.1) Ẑ2×N = SN (λ)S
′
N+1 (λ)− S′N (λ)SN+1 (λ) ,
where the spectral parameter is now λ = −q−1−N . This analytical expression is also the poly-
nomial part of the diagonal of the two-point kernel of the SW ensemble. In other words, the
polynomial part of the (oscillatory) density of states of the matrix model [27], but evaluated
specifically at the values determined by the spectral parameter λ. Using the explicit expression
(3.6) and its derivative one can easily write down a formal double-sum polynomial expression for
(4.1) but we rather focus instead on specific and concrete evaluations of the partition function
and the ensuing spectra and degeneracies.
Two explicit results are given in [5]: the 2× 2 and 2× 3 cases. We check those and generate
many more with the polynomials. For example:
Ẑ2×2 = q
−11
(
3 +
4
q1/2
+
3
q
+
4
q3/2
+
1
q2
+
1
q3
)
,
Ẑ2×3 = q
−45/2
(
4 +
6
q1/2
+
6
q
+
10
q3/2
+
8
q2
+
8
q5/2
+
8
q3
+
4
q7/2
+
4
q4
+
2
q9/2
+
2
q5
+
2
q11/2
)
,
Ẑ2×4 = q
−38
(
5 +
8
q1/2
+
9
q
+
16
q3/2
+
17
q2
+
20
q5/2
+
24
q3
+
24
q7/2
+
22
q4
+
20
q9/2
+
22
q5
+
16
q11/2
)
+q−38
(
14
q6
+
12
q13/2
+
8
q7
+
8
q15/2
+
5
q8
+
4
q17/2
+
1
q9
+
1
q10
)
.
Notice that, with this factorization, the first two cases above coincide exactly with the ones
given in [5]. The number of different energy levels in this case is simply given by N(N + 1) for
both N even and odd. The degeneracies of the ground state and the first excited states can be
found explicitly
deg(E0) = N + 1, deg(E1) = 2N, deg(E2) = 3(N − 1),
deg(E3) = 6(N − 2) + 4, deg(E4) = 9(N − 3) + 8 for N ≥ 3.
4.2. L = 3. The first partition functions are
Ẑ3×1 =
2
q15/2
+
6
q13/2
,
Ẑ3×2 =
1
q50
+
1
q49
+
7
q48
+
15
q47
+
20
q46
+
20
q45
,
Ẑ3×3 =
2
q93/2
+
8
q91/2
+
16
q89/2
+
28
q87/2
+
56
q85/2
+
82
q83/2
+
96
q81/2
+
104
q79/2
+
70
q77/2
+
50
q75/2
,
Ẑ3×4 =
1
q78
+
1
q77
+
9
q76
+
24
q75
+
52
q74
+
106
q73
+
168
q72
+
254
q71
+
352
q70
+
458
q69
+
537
q68
+
555
q67
+
534
q66
+
443
q65
+
322
q64
+
175
q63
+
105
q62
.
Notice that the spectra is always exactly harmonic, with the N even cases with energies in the
integers and for N odd in the half-integers. This is typical of the L odd cases (see L = 5 below)
and the L even cases are characterized by somewhat more intricate and less regular pattern of
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energies. The degeneracy of the ground state in this case is given by four-dimensional pyramid
number, which is given explicitly by a quartic polynomial in N . In particular:
deg(E0 (L = 3, N)) =
1
12
(2 +N)2(3 + 4N +N2).
Interestingly, the degeneracy of the ground-state is the same for the next case, corresponding
to L = 4. The number of different states (n = 1, 2, ...) in this case is 3n2 + 2n + 1 for N = 2n,
and 3n2 − n for N = 2n− 1, with n = 1, 2, 3, ... and therefore also quadratic in N .
4.3. L = 4. The first three partition functions are
Ẑ4×1 =
8
q21/2
+
2
q12
+
6
q10
,
Ẑ4×2 =
1
q36
+
1
q35
+
1
q34
+
8
q67/2
+
1
q33
+
8
q65/2
+
15
q32
+
16
q63/2
+
27
q31
+
16
q61/2
+
40
q57/2
+
40
q59/2
+
27
q30
+
35
q29
+
20
q28
,
Ẑ4×3 =
2
q68
+
2
q67
+
8
q
133
2
+
10
q66
+
16
q
131
2
+
16
q65
+
32
q
129
2
+
30
q64
+
40
q
127
2
+
78
q63
+
88
q
125
2
+
126
q62
+
128
q
123
2
+
168
q61
+
208
q
121
2
+
222
q60
+
304
q
119
2
+
278
q59
+
296
q
117
2
+
326
q58
+
304
q
115
2
+
328
q57
+
272
q
113
2
+
258
q56
+
232
q
111
2
+
154
q55
+
120
q
109
2
+
50
q54
.
Many more cases are included and can be further generated in the Mathematica file. Exploring
those cases, the degeneracy of the ground state and the first excited state can also be easily
found, and it is quartic in N for all N
deg(E0 (L = 3, N)) =
1
12
(2 +N)2(3 + 4N +N2),
deg(E1 (L = 4, N)) = N(N + 1)(N + 2)(N + 3)/3.
The number of states of different energies is again quadratic in N , and for example for N even,
is given by 2N2 + 4N − 1 for N = 2, 4, 6, ...
4.4. L = 5. Again, as above, we have
Ẑ5×1 =
2
q35/2
+
10
q31/2
+
20
q29/2
,
Ẑ5×2 =
1
q50
+
1
q49
+
1
q48
+
11
q47
+
11
q46
+
33
q45
+
84
q44
+
84
q43
+
154
q42
+
224
q41
+
245
q40
+
175
q39
,
Ẑ5×3 = q
− 147
2
(
2
q19
+
2
q18
+
14
q17
+
44
q16
+
86
q15
+
136
q14
+
254
q13
+
510
q12
+
768
q11
+
1184
q10
+
1756
q9
+
2462
q8
)
+q−
147
2
(
3184
q7
+
3578
q6
+
4200
q5
+
4284
q4
+
4032
q3
+
3332
q2
+
1960
q
+ 980
)
.
The degeneracies of the ground state in this case can be found to be given by
deg(E0 (L = 5, N)) =
N∏
i=1
(i+ 3) (i+ 4) (i+ 5)
i (i+ 1) (i+ 2)
,
which has a number of different combinatorial interpretations. The number of states of different
energy is given, for N even, by dodecahedral numbers(
N
2
+ 1
)(
5N
2
− 4
)
for N = 2, 4, 6, 8, ...
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5. Relationship with the vector model in [5] and dual determinant description
The discussion of a vector model in [5] precedes their analysis of the matrix model and, in
contrast to the latter, the vector model is fully solved there. The partition function is shown to
be given by4
(5.1) Z ∝
∫
dµ coshL
µ
2
e−Lγµ
2
and therefore it is enclosed within the analysis we make of the matrix model, corresponding to the
case N = 1 and L. The SW polynomials and the determinant implementation with Mathematica
includes this vector model then, by choosing N = 1 (see below and the Mathematica file). Notice
however, that this is just a Gaussian integral, and after applying the binomial expansion to the
coshL µ/2 insertion in (5.1), one obtains
(5.2) Zvector (β) =
L∑
n=0
(
L
n
)
e−β(L−2n)
2/(16Lγ).
Note the relationship with the particular instance (L = 1, N) of the matrix model (3.8), where
an analogous expression holds but with q-Binomial, instead of binomial coefficients. Both ex-
pressions are then related in a γ →∞ (or β → 0) limit (which implies q → 1). In addition, it can
be shown, already from the integral expression (5.1), that Zvector (β) is a Hermite polynomial in
that limit. We will study this high-temperature limit in general at the end of the paper, where
a duality between L×N and N × L holds in general. All this is then a particular case of such
a relationship.
A more specific and useful relationship between (5.2) and the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomial
follows from a powerful identity between determinants. More specifically, between Wronskians
and Hankel determinants, it holds that [28, Theorem 1]
(5.3)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
SN (λ) SN+1 (λ) ... SN+L−1 (λ)
S′N (λ) S
′
N+1 (λ) ... S
′
N+L−1 (λ)
S
(L−1)
N (λ) S
(L−1)
N+1 (λ) S
(L−1)
N+L−1 (λ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = CN,L
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
qL (λ) qL+1 (λ) ... qL+N−1 (λ)
qL+1 (λ) qL+2 (λ) ... qL+N (λ)
qL+N−1 (λ) qL+N (λ) qL+2N−2 (λ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where CN,L is a constant whose well-known expression we do not need for our discussion here.
This identity holds for any orthogonal polynomial system. The polynomials on the r.h.s. of
(5.3) are related to the original ones, in the l.h.s., by
(5.4) qn(x) =
n∑
m=0
µm
(
n
m
)
(−x)n−m,
where µm denotes the moments
(5.5) µm =
∫
dxxmω (x) ,
of the weight function ω (x) of the orthogonal polynomials in the l.h.s. of (5.3). Therefore,
combining (5.4) and (5.5) it also holds that
qn(x) =
∫
dt(t− x)nω (t) .
4We switched their notation which uses the label N for the parameter, instead of L, to properly view it as a
particular instance of the matrix model.
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In our case, the weight function is the SW one (3.5) and hence5, µm = q
(m+1)2/2. Thus,
(5.2) are the polynomials -after the spectral specialization- that appear in the dual determinant
description and come from shifted moments of the log-normal (Stieltjes-Wigert) measure.
The usefulness of the expression (5.3) comes from the fact that the original determinant was
of size L×L, with polynomials of order N as entries, whereas the r.h.s. is a determinant N ×N
with polynomials of order L. Thus, cases which are hard with the original formulation (like
large L and low N), are now simple in the dual representation. In turn, the matrix elements
in the r.h.s. of (5.3) are partition functions of the vector model and, in particular, we also saw
above that the vector model corresponds to the case N = 1 and general L, a result which is
also manifestly obtained from considering the identity (5.3), for precisely these values. Indeed,
for N = 1, while on the l.h.s. we still have an L by L determinant, on the r.h.s. we just have
qL (λ), modulo the constant term.
Notice also that while the number of terms (energy levels) in (5.2) is linear in the parameter
L, in the matrix model it is quadratic in the parameter, because of the (Gaussian) polynomial
contained in the q-Binomial. Likewise, for the same reason, whereas the exponential degeneracy
in the vector model is directly encoded in the Binomial coefficients in (5.2), the degeneracies are
not immediately identified in the matrix model expressions, such as (3.8). That is [25][
k + l
k
]
q
=
lk∑
n=0
pn (l, k) q
n,
where pn (l, k) is the number of partitions of n, which fit inside a rectangle of size l× k. Hence,
Ẑ1×N = q
−N2−N/2
N∑
k=0
[
N
k
]
q
qk
2−kN = q−N
2−N/2
N∑
k=0
Nk−k2∑
n=0
pn (N − k, k) qk2−kN+n,
and therefore the degeneracies in this case will be, in general, combination of different pn.
6. On the high-temperature limit
We succinctly show now how some of the formal results above simplify at the high-temperature
limit and how in that limit a certain duality between L and N emerges, due to a fundamen-
tal property of characteristic polynomials of Gaussian random matrix ensembles [29, 30]. Let
us write the matrix model part in (3.1) (that is, excluding the prefactors), after rescaling its
variables
Z =
∫ N∏
i=1
dyie
−∑Ni=1 y2i
N∏
i=1
(
λ+ exp
(
yi/
√
Lγ˜
))L∏
i<j
sinh2
(
yi − yj
2
√
Lγ˜
)
.
Hence, the matrix model, in the high-temperature γ˜ →∞ limit, can be approximated as
(6.1) Z γ˜→∞ ≈ α
∫ N∏
i=1
dyie
−∑Ni=1 y2i
N∏
i=1
(
λ+ yi
)L∏
i<j
(yi − yj)2 ,
where the prefactor is
α = 2N(1−N) (Lγ˜)N(1−N)/2−LN/2 ,
and the modified spectral parameter
λ = (λ+ 1)
√
Lγ˜ ≃ (2 + 1/ (4γ˜))
√
Lγ˜ ≃ 2
√
Lγ˜.
5Recall that, to obtain the exact same result, prefactors included, we need to consider the l.h.s. of (5.3) with
the monic Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials, together with the normalization constant there.
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The same formulas above hold, but now with Hermite polynomials, which precisely emerge as
the semiclassical q → 1 limit of the SW polynomials, since these are q-Hermite polynomials. In
addition, there is a remarkable explicit evaluation of the Wronskian (3.3), for N and L generic,
in the Hermite case. Using [31]
(6.2) Ẑγ˜→∞ = h
(L/2)
N (λ)
where h
(L/2)
N (x) are monic generalized Hermite polynomials, orthogonal with respect to the
weight |x|L/2 exp(−x2/2) and were introduced long ago by Szego˝ [32] (see [31, 33] for a more
recent account and details). They are expressible in terms of Laguerre polynomials
(6.3) h
(L/2)
2N (x) = (−1)L/222NN !LL/2−1/2N (x2) and h(L/2)2N+1(x) = (−1)k22N+1N !LL/2+1/2N (x2),
and hence the solution (6.2) is completely explicit, by using that
(6.4) Lαn(x) =
n∑
j=0
(
n+ α
n− j
)
(−x)j
j!
.
In other words, the Wronskian of Hermite polynomials can be expressed as a single Laguerre
polynomial, in contrast to the generic case above discussed, involving Stieltjes-Wigert polyno-
mials. Notice also that the spectral parameter, the point where the polynomial is evaluated,
is now different. In particular, in this high-temperature limit the spectral parameter λ → ∞
which leads to consider the Hermite and Laguerre polynomials in their natural Plancherel-Rotach
asymptotics regime [32]. The details of this will be discussed elsewhere.
The relationship between the vector and matrix models discussed above can be further ana-
lyzed, precisely in terms of Hermite polynomials, giving also a consistency check of the above.
We saw that the vector model corresponds to the limit of the matrix model when N = 1. Recall
the integral expression for Hermite polynomials
Hn(t) =
2n√
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dxe−x
2
(x± it)n,
such integral expression is equivalent (and dual) to the random matrix one by Heine (3.7) and
such duality is a particular case of the duality that is discussed in what follows. But before,
notice that
Zvector (γ) = C(L, γ)
∫ ∞
−∞
dxe−x
2
(ex/
√
Lγ + e1/(4γ))L,
therefore, in the large-temperature limit γ →∞
Zvector (γ →∞) = C(L, γ)
∫ ∞
−∞
dxe−x
2
(2
√
Lγ + x)L = C(L, γ)HL(2i
√
Lγ).
Thus, this polynomial result and its specialization is consistent with the limit above. Notice the
appearance of the i term in the specialization, which is due to the fact, explained above in Sect
2., that the matrix model in [5] is Wick-rotated whereas the vector model is not.
Let us also exploit the fact that the matrix model (6.1) possesses a special symmetry. More
precisely, a duality, different from the general one explained above, that makes the average
in (6.1) (almost) symmetric in the L and N parameters, meaning that the L-th moment of a
characteristic polynomial in a Gaussian Unitary ensemble (GUE) of N×N is related to the Nth
moment of the characteristic polynomial in a GUE of L× L matrices [29, 30]. In particular, it
holds that [30]6
〈det (s± iX)n〉X∈GUEN = e−trS
2
〈
det (Y )N eY S
〉
Y ∈GUEn
,
6A more general result holds, see Proposition 1 and 2 there.
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where we have kept the notation in terms of averages in GUE ensembles of [30]. Notice that
because the matrix S is proportional to the diagonal matrix in our case, this identity also reads,
explicitly, as∫ N∏
i=1
dxie
−x2i (s+ ixi)
L
∏
i<j
(xi − xj)2 = e−Ns2
∫ L∏
i=1
dyie
−y2i+syi (yi)
N
∏
i<j
(yi − yj)2
= e−3Ns
2/4
∫ L∏
i=1
dyie
−y2i
(
yi +
s
2
)N∏
i<j
(yi − yj)2 .
Notice that there is a multiplication by i in the spectral parameter under the L↔ N exchange
Z
N×L
γ˜→∞ (λ) = e
ipiN
2
+ 3Nλ
2
4 Z
L×N
γ˜→∞ (2iλ) ,
and, in addition to such a Wick-rotation, there is a numerical prefactor as well. It would be
interesting if this symmetry of the high-temperature limit can be understood from the original
approach and physics motivation of [5].
7. Outlook
There are a number of possible open directions for further work. Let us name a few. It would
be interesting to carry out the spectral analysis with more detail and precision and compare the
exponential degeneracy obtained with that of other models, such as the dual resonance model.
This could also suggest a string theory interpretation of the quantum Grassmann matrix models.
Of course, being the Hilbert space of the theory not only finite-dimensional but specifically
2NL makes the model interesting from a quantum information point of view, since it can be
interpreted as a system of NL interacting qubits, whose full spectra we have characterized. The
study of finite-dimensional quantum systems with dimension pn where p is a prime and n a
natural number enjoy a special status and the case p = 2 in particular has been specifically
studied in many works [34].
The results obtained show that the partition functions are mathematically equivalent to cer-
tain amplitudes of non-compact branes in the topological B-model [35, 36]. It would be inter-
esting to see if this relationship can be pursued further to understand, for example, if the system
of bifundamental complex fermions happens to describe the surviving degrees of freedom of the
open string modes connecting a compact brane and non-compact anti-branes.
Another set of open problems have to do with the polynomial solution. For example, notice
that the fact that the partition function is the SW polynomial itself (for 1×N) or a Wronskian of
polynomials, has a number of implications that we have not actually exploited, because the SW
polynomials posses recurrence relationships, satisfy q-difference equations, and there are also
explicit evaluation of generating functions of the polynomials [37], which could be interpreted
as grand-canonical partition functions.
Another task would be to obtain the full solution of the matrix model for arbitrary L and N .
A more general formula was actually given in [23] and the exact solution here could follow by
simply studying the diagonal limit of that formula. Another interesting route could be to study
the two-point kernel (whose diagonal limit is (4.1) and characterizes the 2 × N case) and use
the fact that it is a reproducing kernel [3] to construct more general solutions and relationships
between them.
Likewise, it would be interesting if there is any appearance or relevance of generalized Rogers-
Ramanujan identities for the partition function and if so, if it leads to connections with the
character of a Virasoro algebra of a conformal field theory.
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Finally, to study double scaling limits. We have taken large N with q fixed limits, and
also commented on other possible scaling limits. Given the existence of the rich Plancherel-
Rotach asymptotics for Hermite and Laguerre polynomials [32] and its recent extensions to the
q-deformed setting in general, and to SW polynomials in particular [38]-[40], it seems interesting
to develop the study of all possible scaling limits.
Acknowledgements. Correspondence with Guillermo Silva is gratefully acknowledged. This
work is supported by the Funda˜c¸ao para a Cieˆncia e Tecnologia (program Investigador FCT
IF2014), under Contract No. IF/01767/2014.
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Appendix A. Large N and Rogers-Ramanujan identities
We try to guess here how the large N behavior with q fixed can be analyzed and related to
results involving Rogers-Ramanujan identities. Taking into account that in the large N limit,
the q-Binomial number becomes [
N
r
]
q
=
1
(q; q)r
,
then the limit N →∞ gives
(A.1) Ẑ1×N→∞ = lim
N→∞
q−N
2−N/2
∞∑
r=0
qr
2−Nr
(q; q)r
.
Notice that we have made the unusual step of only taking the limit explicitly on the q-Binomial
coefficient. In that way we can relate our result with a generalization of the Rogers-Ramanujan
identities [17] (based on [19])
(A.2)
∞∑
r=0
qr
2−Nr
(q; q)r
=
eN
(
1
q
)
(q; q5)∞ (q
4; q5)∞
−
dN
(
1
q
)
(q2; q5)∞ (q
3; q5)∞
,
where the eN and dN are well-known polynomials introduced by Schur [17, 19, 18] which both
admit a bosonic and fermionic-like expressions [20, 17]. Let us give instead the recurrence
relationship that they both satisfy
cL(q) = cL−1(q) + q
L−1cL−2(q), L ≥ 2,
with starting values d0 = 0 and e0 = e1 = d1 = 1. Schur gave the values of e∞ and d∞ [18]
d∞ (q) =
1
(q2; q5)∞ (q
3; q5)∞
,
e∞ (q) =
1
(q; q5)∞ (q
4; q5)∞
,
with these, we conjecture that
lim
N→∞
qN
2+N/2Ẑ1×N = lim
N→∞
q−
∑N
j=0(10j+5)
(
1
(q; q5)2∞ (q
4; q5)2∞
− 1
(q2; q5)2∞ (q
3; q5)2∞
)
,
which leads to the expression
lim
N→∞
q6N
2+21N/2+5Ẑ1×N =
1
(q; q5)2∞ (q
4; q5)2∞
− 1
(q2; q5)2∞ (q
3; q5)2∞
.
There exists the finite N version of (A.2), but its explicit form involves a somewhat different
q-Binomial coefficient to that of (3.8). It would be interesting to obtain a finite (extended)
Rogers-Ramanujan identity for the partition function (3.8) at N finite. Likewise, if we study
the large N limit of more general partition functions, such as Ẑ2×N , given by (4.1), it seems
possible that multi-dimensional generalizations of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, such as the
Andrews-Gordon identities [20, 17] emerge or play a role. This is an interesting open direction.
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